Ligand bias of scoring functions in structure-based virtual screening.
A total of 945 known actives and roughly 10 000 decoy compounds were docked to eight different targets, and the resulting poses were scored using 10 different scoring functions. Three different score postprocessing methods were evaluated with respect to improvement of the enrichment in virtual screening. The three procedures were (i) multiple active site correction (MASC) as has been proposed by Vigers and Rizzi, (ii) a variation of MASC where corrections terms are predicted from simple molecular descriptors through PLS, PLS MASC, and (iii) size normalization. It was found that MASC did not generally improve the enrichment factors when compared to uncorrected scoring functions. For some combinations of scoring functions and targets, the enrichment was improved, for others not. However, by excluding the standard deviation from the MASC equation and transforming the scores for each target to a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 (unit variance normalization), the performance was improved as compared to the original MASC method for most combinations of targets and scoring functions. Furthermore, when the molecular descriptors were fit to the mean scores over all targets and the resulting PLS models were used to predict mean scores, the enrichment as compared to the raw score was improved more often than by straightforward MASC. A high to intermediate linear correlation between the score and the number of heavy atoms was found for all scoring functions except FlexX. There seems to be a correlation between the size dependence of a scoring function and the effectiveness of PLS MASC in increasing the enrichment for that scoring function. Finally, normalization by molecular weight or heavy atom count was sometimes successful in increasing the enrichment. Dividing by the square or cubic root of the molecular weight or heavy atom count instead was often more successful. These results taken together suggest that ligand bias in scoring functions is a source of false positives in structure-based virtual screening. The number of false positives caused by ligand bias may be decreased using, for example, the PLS MASC procedure proposed in this study.